FYRN

A design and build company that combines classic principles of woodworking with modern manufacturing techniques to create pieces that define The New Shape of Craft — timeless, elegant and resilient furniture that complements the way you live.
1.0 COMMERCIAL PHOTOGRAPHY
Slanted Door, San Ramon, CA
Design by Lundberg Design
Stanyan Bar Stools in Oxidized Oak
With Black Brackets
Slanted Door, San Ramon, CA
Design by Lundberg Design

Stanyan Bar Stools & Mariposa Standard Chairs in Oxidized Oak with Black Brackets
Ernest, San Francisco, CA
Design by Charles Hemminger Architects

Mariposa Standard Chairs in Natural Oak with Matte Silver Brackets
MODERN CRAFTSMANSHIP

Fyrn produces long-lasting and repairable products, offering an alternative to the use-and-discard culture that is common today.

We manufacture all of our pieces in America using quality materials that are responsibly, domestically sourced.
Piccino, San Francisco, CA
Design by Piechota Architecture
Mariposa Standard Chairs in Black Walnut with Copper Bronze Brackets & Customer Owned Leather Upholstery
Bellota, San Francisco, CA

Stanyan Bar Stools in Natural Oak with Copper Bronze Brackets & Customer Owned Leather
Flour + Water, San Francisco, CA
Design by Lundberg Design

Stanyan Bar Stools & Mariposa Standard Chairs in Black Walnut with Graphite Brackets & Rust Natural Leather
Leipert: Mariposa Standard Chair in Black Walnut with Copper Bronze Brackets & Night Natural Leather Upholstery

Flour + Water, San Francisco, CA
Design by Lundberg Design

Stanyan Bar Stools in Black Walnut with Graphite Brackets & Rust Natural Leather
Brown Downtown, Napa, CA
Design by Catherine Kwong Design

Stanyan Bar Stools in Charcoal Black Oak with Copper Bronze Brackets & Coal Natural Leather
San Ho Won, San Francisco, CA
Design by Charles Hemminger Architects

Mariposa Standard Chairs in Charcoal
Black Oak with Copper Bronze Brackets
Left: Mariposa Standard Chair in Charcoal Black Oak with Copper Bronze Brackets & Coal Natural Upholstery

Right: Nesting Tables in Black Walnut with Copper Bronze Brackets
Mauna Loa Long Table paired with Shasta & Pinyon Nesting Tables in Black Walnut with Copper Bronze Brackets
Mariposa Standard Chairs in mixed wood and metal finishes & Rust Natural Leather
Linden Counter Stools in Oxidized Oak with Graphite Brackets & Rust Natural Leather
The Cordial, San Francisco, CA

Bartlett Backless Bar Stools in Oxidized Oak with Black Brackets & Coal Natural Leather Upholstery
De Haro Backless Counter Stool in Natural Oak with Copper Bronze Brackets & Camel Vegetable Tanned Leather
Lioco Wine, Healdsburg, CA
Design by Paige Pierce Design

Bartlett Backless Bar Stools in Natural Oak with Graphite Brackets and Ultra Fabrics® Upholstery
Left: Silver Oak Winery, Napa, CA
Design by Piechota Architecture
Mariposa Standard Chairs in Charcoal Black Oak with Graphite Brackets & Customer Owned Leather

Right: Mariposa Standard Chair in Charcoal Black Oak with Copper Bronze Brackets & Coal Natural Upholstery
2.0 OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES & RESOURCES
STEMN SYSTEM

The foundation of Fyrn lies in Stemn, our proprietary design system, which makes our furniture:

- Resilient. Strength and durability that is proven to hold up in even the most high-trafficked spaces.

- Enduring. A parts-and-pieces system that can easily be repaired or refurbished.

- Elegant. A restrained and essential design language, quietly fitting into any space without over-embellishment.
RESPONSIBLY SOURCED & MANUFACTURED

- Domestically harvested lumber and metal parts milled in-house
- A more local supply chain means a smaller carbon footprint
- Our parts-and-pieces system promotes minimal material waste
- Fyrn is a founding member of the Good Future Design Alliance
MEANINGFULLY SUSTAINABLE

Precision material use and a furniture system designed for circularity means:

- Ease of repair.
- Ability for part replacement or refurbishment, means a longer life in your space.
- Fyrn can reuse and repurpose old pieces, giving them a 2nd life instead of a trip to the landfill.

OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES
CUSTOMIZABLE

- All seating is available with or without backs in standard heights, including a design specific to ADA-height counters.

- Wood and metal finishes are customizable across seating & tables.

- Upholstery options in both leather and synthetic alternatives, with the ability to support COL needs.
ADVANCED LOGISTICAL SUPPORT

Our owned, domestic manufacturing means shorter lead times and a partner that responds to your needs quickly and directly.

- Seating products delivered flat-packed. In doing so, avoid paying to literally ship air, while minimizing excessive packaging waste during installation. Contact our team for optional assembled delivery requirements.

- Tables are delivered fully assembled, yet efficiently nested to minimize required warehouse space and packaging waste.

- Flexible delivery - Fyrn can support quick ship needs with select finishes, is able to meet expedited lead times even for high volume orders, and can flex final delivery for projects with moving installation dates.

OPERATIONAL ADVANTAGES
10 YEAR MANUFACTURING WARRANTY

A system of parts and pieces specifically designed for durability and endless repair.
FYRN SEATING

Our chairs & tables pair the strength of metal with the warmth of wood. Available in five wood types, four anodized aluminum bracket finishes with optional leather upholstery on seat or seat & back.

Contact our team for COM/COL and synthetic leather alternatives.

WOOD & METAL FINISH OPTIONS

- MAPLE
- NATURAL OAK
- OXIDIZED OAK
- BLACK WALNUT
- CHARCOAL BLACK

- MATTE SILVER
- COPPER BRONZE
- GRAPHITE
- BLACK

SIGNATURE NATURAL LEATHER

- SN IVORY
- SN SAND
- SN RUST
- SN STONE
- SN NIGHT
- SN COAL

PREMIUM VEGETABLE TANNED LEATHER

- PVT CAMEL
- PVT RUST
- PVT LAVA
- PVT NIGHT
- PVT COAL

RESOURCES
F Y R N  N E S T I N G  T A B L E S

Nesting tables are available in two wood types and two anodized aluminum bracket options.

W O O D  &  M E T A L  F I N I S H  O P T I O N S

MAPLE
BLACK WALNUT

MATTE SILVER
COPPER BRONZE
ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Contact our customer team for full finish guides, spec sheets, 3D models and additional support in specifying your project.
DESIGN KIT

Request a Fyrn Design Kit for wood, metal, and optional leather samples for chairs & stools.